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Kindness

• Being friendly, generous and considerate

• Kin – ‘of a kind’ who we are, linked together, 
in present and across time.

• Interdependence and connectedness
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The two lexicons 
of public policy:



Role of kindness in cancer care
Len Berry et al

Six types of kindness were identified:

1. deep listening

2. clear empathy

3. generous acts of discretionary effort that go beyond 
what patients and families expect

4. timely care that reduces stress and anxiety

5. gentle honesty in discussions and conversations

6. thoughtful support for families and carers. 



Compassionate leadership





Kindness in teams



Psychological safety

Impact

• Team members can see and feel that their work matters & 
leads to change

Meaning

• Work is personally important to team members

Structure & Clarity

• Team members have clear roles, and their work has clear 
aims, measures and plans

Dependability

• Team members deliver high quality work

Psychological Safety

• Team members feel safe to take risks and to be vulnerable in 
front of each other

Google’s Project Aristotle
2 years, 180 teams & 37,000 employees



Psychological Safety

• Belief that you won’t be punished or humiliated 
for speaking up with ideas, questions, concerns 
or mistakes.

Team
• A shared belief held by members of the team that 

it is safe for interpersonal risk taking
Amy Edmondson
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Dr Timothy 

Clarke

4 stages
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Kindness in supervision
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Kindness in feedback
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Mission / Purpose / Meaning



Mission / Purpose / Meaning

Celia Jacobs



Our collective 
leadership 
challenge:

To reconnect 
healthcare with 

its mission & 
purpose



How kindness & reconnecting with our mission 
will improve patient and population outcomes

Increased 
purpose & 
meaning

Clarity of 
mission

Greater 
understanding 

& empathy

Kindness

More joy 
in work

Improved patient & population outcomes



Our conversation for kindness

The sessions are facilitated & convened by:

• Bob Klaber, Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust; England

• Maureen Bisognano, Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI); USA

• Gabrielle Mathews, Youth Expert Advisor, NHS England and NHS Improvement; England

• James Mountford, Royal Free NHS Foundation Trust; England

• Suzie Bailey, The Kings Fund; England

• Göran Henriks, Region Jönköping; Sweden

• Anette Nilsson, Region Jönköping; Sweden

• Dominique Allwood, Health Foundation & Imperial College Healthcare NHS Trust; England

• Cath Crock, Royal Children’s Hospital Melbourne & Hush Foundation, Australia

• Nicki Macklin, University of Auckland, New Zealand

• Monthly call on 3rd Thursday of the month [6-7pm GMT]

• Listening, learning, thinking differently and mobilising for action

• Sharing of resources, energy and ideas

• Everyone very welcome



Contributors from 31 countries so far

Denmark, Saudi Arabia, Norway, Singapore, England, Faroe Islands, Italy, USA, Scotland, Canada, Northern Ireland, Ireland, Sweden, Belgium, 
Netherlands, Iceland, Australia, Wales, Germany, Hong Kong, Spain, Slovenia, Malta, Brazil, Philippines, New Zealand, Portugal, Switzerland, China 

With sessions facilitated by: Bob Klaber (Nov 20); Anette Nilsson, Goran Henriks & Shane Carmichael (Dec); Lydia Paris, Ben Thurman & Jo Vigor (Jan); James Mountford, 
Maureen Bisognano & Vibeke Rischel (Feb); Brigid Russell & Charlie Jones (March); Jo Moore & Susan Edgman-Levitan (April); David Fryburg (May); Len Berry (June); John 

Ballatt (July); Meg Moorman (Aug); Bob Klaber (Sept), WMTY team (Oct), Nigel Acheson (Nov), Paul Batalden (Dec), Simon Anderson (Jan), Chris Turner (Feb), Nicki Macklin 
(March) Anna Hatchard & Faz Chharawala (April), Mark Doughty & Simon Newitt (May), Bob Klaber (June), Maureen Bisognano (July), Victor Montori & Dom Allwood (Aug), 

Gillian Sandstrom & Robin Banerjee (Sept), Cath Crock, Sue Robins, Nicki Macklin (Oct), Maureen Bisognano & Gabby Matthews (Nov)



27 months into the conversation – some of the 
key themes that have emerged include:

If you would like to join the conversation, please email me:   bob.Klaber@nhs.net

Kindness is a choice of 
action we can all take, 
role model & lead for

But what is more 
important – kind 

intent, or the outcome 
of kindness?

Growing evidence of 
the biological & 

psychological impact of 
kindness

More work is needed 
to evidence the direct 
impact of kindness on 
quality, safety, equity

Leading with kindness 
needs to be central in 
work to reduce staff 

burnout 

Systematically 
challenging unkindness 
(and exploring why) is a 

crucial role of leaders

Kindness is a cycle -
being kind stimulates 

more kindness

Small acts of kindness 
can have a big impact

Make kindness your 
starting point – and 

everything else follows



Kindness Questions?

Chris Turner

‘Civility is a gateway to excellence and 
flourishing much as rudeness is a gateway 
to bullying or hostile behaviour’’
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final Kindness thoughts…

• Remember Platinum Rule

• What is your theme tune?

• Be brave in conversations

• Who are you going to thank today?
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A moment of reflection & 
a commitment to action:

What am I going to do to 
increase the focus on 

kindness and to reconnect 
myself and my colleagues 
with the real mission in 

healthcare?
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